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Digital
transformation
• What we missed

• Futures methods and anticipation
• Applying these methods to our most
recent predicament
• Noting the institutional shifts that
occurred in response to crisis: contested
sites of transformation, sites of resistance
• Critiquing what these shifts laid bare as a
result

Futures approaches
• Principle 1: educational futures work should aim to challenge assumptions
rather than present definitive predictions
• Principle 2: the future is not determined by its technologies
• Principle 3: thinking about the future always involves values and politics
• Principle 4: education has a range of responsibilities that need to be
reflected in any inquiry or visions of its future
Facer, K., & Sandford, R. (2010). The next 25 years?: future scenarios and
future directions for education and technology. Journal of computer assisted
learning, 26(1), 74-93.

Anticipation
• Anticipation is a perspective on the future which shifts away from
prediction and forecasting, to a more critical mode which foregrounds
agency, criticality and reflexivity in the face of the unknowable.
• Amsler and Facer (2017) describe anticipation studies as being ‘less
concerned with the future as an object of study than [with] the
emergence of new forms of time-consciousness and anticipatory
practices which enable people to engage with ideas of the future as a
resource to interrogate the…present’.

Near futures
• Near Future Teaching project (2017-2019)
• 'it becomes necessary for communities of
scholarship to take on the task of
articulating confident, alternative
imaginaries for the future of teaching in
universities which re-introduce the values
we wish to teach and live by' (Bayne and
Gallagher 2021 Forthcoming)

https://www.nearfutureteaching.ed.ac.uk/

• ~400 students and staff (and schools)

1a: Community
engagment

• Opinions to themes to values
• Edtech and datafication as provocation

1b: Articulated institutional values
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2: Future forecasting
• Distilling megatrend reports,
horizon scanning documents,
key trends barometers, policy
documents and foresight
analyses
• focused on aligning the analysis
of key trends with the insights
coming out of our work with the
students and staff who
constitute the university

2: Future
forecasting

Education and Society

Science and Technology

Recruitment demographics:
Increased competition for international students
globally
Declining numbers in domestic groupings traditionally
attending university (young, full-time, middle class)

Datafication
Of society
Of education

Lifelong learning:
Ageing population
Emergence of alternative providers of education

Artificial intelligence
In society
In education

Unbundling and new degree models

Neuroscience and cognitive enhancement
Educational neurotechnology

Automation of teaching, automation of work

Virtual and augmented realities

Urbanisation

New forms of value
Blockchain and distributed ledgers

Climate change/destabilisation
Wealth and inclusion
Widening participation
Trust and precarity
Collapse of trust in institutions
Academic precarity and casualisation

3: Preferable and
probable worlds

• Articulation of values in those worlds
• Preferable future amidst all the probable ones available
to us
• Interrogating the present

Does any of this still matter?
Accelerated inequalities, accelerated divides,
accelerated marginalisation. There are many that
have been left behind, rendered invisible.

Increasingly commercial actors having say in how we
teach, how we structure curricula, how we govern and
accredit, how we frame the academic experience.

Imaginaries of seamless edtech consumption
and data-driven decision making are framing
institutional practice. Educational continuity in
the wake of disruptions difficult to counter in its
unassailability.

The unbundled university (potentially) accelerates in the
wake of digital transformation. What aggregation of these
unbundled parts proxy as institutional identity?
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Does any of this
still matter?
1. Sites of transformation and resistance
matter
2. Institutional identities: values matter
3. Sector imaginaries: capturing the
imagination of what digital
transformation should be matters
4. Narratives of equity: how we use the
digital matters

Transformation, resistance, and
metastability
• an unending process of adjustment in the
pursuit of equilibrium, a process historically
shared structurally amongst larger “relatively
fixed and self-correcting social structures”
(Urry, 2016: 59)
• The capacity of systems to generate a
metastability “cannot be reduced either to the
actions of individual actors or to persisting
social structures” (Urry, 2016: 59).
• Present and near futures emerging through
sites of resistance and sites of transformation
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Sites of transformation and resistance:
assessment

• Surfaced assessment practices institutionally:
reification and reimagining
• Provocation: remote invigilation: 'on top of the
stress of taking a high-stakes exam (currently
under extremely difficult conditions for many),
students are surveilled in their own homes, by
strangers and/or software, whose sole purpose
is to catch them cheating.' (Fawns and Ross,
2020).
• Sympathetic grading
• Artefacts and actors: invigilation, institutional
memory, inclusion, policy
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Sites of transformation and resistance:
relationships
• Routine narratives and burgeoning practices of
'contact'
• Emphasis on care, contact, and community and
broadening discussions of how that is expressed
in the digital
• Artefacts and mobilising actors: synchronous
and asynchronous practices, supported
technologies vs practices of individual staff,
GDPR, student support, accessibility
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Sites of transformation and resistance:
participation
• Flexibility largely emphasized in school level
responses and often phrased through the
language of inclusion
• Considerable impact on synchronous and
asynchronous practice
• Mobilising actor: internationalisation
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Sites of transformation and resistance:
diversity and justice
• Equity
• Visibility and invisibility: the
marginalising realities of
connectivity
• Tendency to cast gaze 'over there'
• Care and the performance of
academic work
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Where do we go
from here?
1. Sites of inspiration and
reimagining: learn from our
colleagues
2. Note cascading complexity and
impact on institutional futures
3. Persistent and participatory
community-led R&D
4. Find a model that acknowledges
the values of the institution
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